President of Mauritania visiting U Thant and addressing General Assembly
UNHQ, NY, 24 September 1971
16mm orig. pix and comp. Ektachrome EF 7242 370'
1/4" tape: LT-1108

Silent coverage (16mm pix Ektachrome)

1. Mokhtar Ould Daddah, President of Islamic Rep. of Mauritania, arriving at UNHQ, being greeted by UN Secretary General U Thant. President and U Thant in SG's office (in conference, posing for pictures, shaking hands, etc) 70 70

Sound coverage (16mm comp. colour with 1/4" magn. tape: LT-1108

2. President of Mauritania addressing 1938th Session of General Assembly in French (first 147' - no guide track) 370 300

Sound A/PV 1938 (marked)